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In the current scenario the time is vital in almost each and every aspects of the human life. The person
requires qualitative and quantitative information through out the day and life. To get information, a
person uses different methods like-phone help lines, inquiry windows, internet and many more. They
all are good sources of information but the information may be in irrelative, raw form or time
consuming. Our idea is to replace the conventional system with fully automated system to provide
information to lay man also. We can replace the system with highly intelligent device called kiosk. In
the beginning of the current century many companies have started to develop kiosk to improve customer
& employee satisfaction. These kiosks work as a self service application.
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Introduction

The gathering of the information is a key feature of any business. There are no of
sources to get information like internet, local phone lines, help lines etc. To get precise
information the system is totally revolutionized by newly developed kiosk. To get
transparent advantages of kiosk here we are implementing the kiosk system for local
transportation service in other work city bus system will be implemented through
kiosk. In metro cities huge mass of people using the facility of local city bus service.
They required information like:

• What is the bus no for particular source to destination?

• What is the arrival time of the particular bus at the current station?

• What about the status of seats in the upcoming bus?

• What is the fare charge for particular source to destination?

• Is there any direct bus from current station to remote station?

• How to reach to remote station if direct connection is not available from the
current station?

• What is the estimated time to reach to remote station from the current station?
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• How far the remote station from the current station?

• Is there any monthly or weekly pass system?

These are some model questions that a person wants to inquire before he starts the
travelling. Now just consider one situation where no of people want to interact with
the same people regarding their queries. It is quite common that the proper
communication will not established and the needy people will not get precise
information as the person is not dedicated to single work. Now to overcome these
problems we are replacing the manual system with fully automated kiosk. Apart from
information gathering the kiosk based system will prove very effective in various
aspects.

Requirements to Upgrade the Conventional System

First of all the buses are equipped with GPS as they can be tracked by their current
locations.

All the GPS equipped buses are connected to central server and the server is master
device for all the kiosks.

The ticket allotment machine is electronically joined with the server, so that each
ticket allotment is continuously updated through server. Because of these we can have
clear idea of vacant seats before arrival of bus.

This fact is reflected in the following figure. Here each bus stand is works as a
kiosk. The red line reflects the virtual connection between server, kiosk (bus stand)
and the bus.

Finally, each bus stand is required to replace a person with kiosk. As we have
stated these kiosks are connected to central server, so complete information can be
retrieved through these kiosks.

Figure 1: Proposed KIOSK Network
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KIOSK-As Information Booth

Most significantly the kiosks represent a way to simultaneously lower overhead and
improve customer and employee satisfaction. As experience grows in using and
managing kiosks, customers are finding that the business benefits of kiosks require
decisions that ensure high reliability, low maintenance expenses, detailed records of
usage, and high flexibility for making updates and changes.

After implementing the above mentioned system, we can smelt the real power of
the kiosk. First the information will be retrieved in a quick succession without any
delay. The information will be in variety of format and as it is produced by machine so
it must be in correct form. As the buses are equipped with GPS the kiosk will give
exact location of the bus. This exact location will give estimated time of reaching the
bus at particular location. As the ticket allocated is also joined with server so we can
have idea of availability of seats in upcoming bus. We can reserve our tickets before
bus reaches to your stop as it is electronically joined with ticket allocation unit. Through
kiosk we can have idea of all tracks and buses though it is not intended for the current
stoppage. So through kiosk you can have static as well as dynamic information which
is rapidly upgraded. Accidents and other failure of bus can be easily tracked by the
authorities of the service. The authority can take immediate action to solve the problem.
Physical ticket or pass verification can be replaced through kiosk as the pass and ticket
allotment is also connected with kiosk. In case of isolated destination where the traveler
has to go through no of buses, the traveler can have idea of his entire journey from
source to destination through single kiosk. So by entering any source and destination
you can have complete information like bus no, time of bus, fare of traveling etc through
kiosk. If any bus is out of its stipulated track than kiosk will immediately warn the
concern authority and the authority can take the necessary steps. As the ticket allotment
is done through either the kiosk or through conductor by electronic machine which is
joined with server as well as kiosk. In this situation, the conductor is not allowed to
make any corruption.

Apart from all these, the kiosk is a machine so it is ready to work without any
interval of tea or lunch break.

The Anatomy of the KIOSK

Interactive kiosks come in many shapes and sizes, and are often custom-built to
withstand the rigors of public use. Thus, a kiosk placed on the warehouse floor might
be encased in an industrial-strength steel shell, while a kiosk on a cosmetics counter
displaying beauty tips might come in a svelte, fashionable case. In instances where
ruggedness and appearance are less important, kiosks may simply be regular PCs.

Most kiosks are built from a few key components, and are then customized for
their specific tasks. Inside its cabinet (1), a typical kiosk will probably be configured
with a CPU (2), a display device (3), additional peripherals (4) for added functionality,
and exterior signage (5). The CPU is often simply a personal computer bought from a
major manufacturer (e.g. Dell or IBM), or made with off-the-shelf parts. The display
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and interface peripherals can be as simple as a regular monitor, keyboard and mouse,
or more exotic, like a large-screen plasma display and touch screen. Depending on the
functions they will be serving, kiosks may take advantage of specialized peripherals.
For example, a library self-checkout kiosk might have a barcode reader for scanning
library books and cards, while a movie ticket kiosk might have a credit card reader
and printer for making transactions and printing tickets. Special input devices like
touch screens and industrial trackballs are frequently used to make the kiosk as durable
and user-friendly as possible. Finally, kiosks often leverage Internet or intranet
connectivity in order to provide web browsing, access to content on company servers,
and remote management functionality.

A fully-assembled device with cabinet, CPU, display and peripherals is still little
more than a glorified PC. Special software is needed to turn such a system into a true
interactive kiosk. This software typically provides tamper-proofing capabilities, user
interface customization, and remote management functionality.

Conclusion

The wider usage of kiosk results in greater computational transaction speed in almost
every area. The user has full proof information with colored graphics on the screen
and with all the information of that particular topic. In the proposed system a person
is replaced by fully automated system and the system responds in a quick successions.
All and above this rapid action can be implemented in almost all the area and we can

Figure 2: Technically KIOSK
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improve the transaction speed for greater output. These advancements are vital for
the growth of any nation because people are getting precise information without
interacting (disturbing) any person or system. In short these Kiosks can be implemented
in retail stores, airports, hospitals, school campuses, company cafeterias, and other
places where information is highly variable. Conclusively a kiosk typically performs
only a few specific tasks, is designed to be used by many different people, and is often
optimized for remote control and management.
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